MAP KEY
Result

Result

question

question

Variant
B

variant
A

action

yes

if yes regain stance
on feet, and circle to
the side of which leg
is controlled.

If Yes, Break grip

2 POINTS!!

is his nis
hand on the
mat?

action

same Side collar grip
on the opposite side
of the leg you are
attacking.

No
did you
secure the
same side
collar
grip?

does he
have a
collar grip
on you?

if no, complete takedown
If Yes, drag in
sweeping motion and
drop level

opponent falls

if no

If Yes,
Break
grip

If No, circle to the
side of your grip

No

does he
have solid
footing?

slap head for
distraction, pull
collar and change
level to shoot.

finish double leg!

does your
opponent
have his
balance
still?

or
yes

if yes prioritize
switching to single
leg

If No, circle to the side
of your grip
Head bop feint

step behind leg to
sweeping trip!

Did he
circle his
foot to the
outside

shoot low single

yes
no

2 POINTS!!

run the pipe to finish

DID it
work?

no, opponent stays
balanced on one leg
POGO STICKING!

no

switch to body lock
and HIT THE BLT!

yes

Standing in neutral
(no grips)

Shoot for KATA-GARUMA

Did the
opponent
sprawl.

4 POINTS!!

Reset to
feet and
shoot

yes

full
sprawl

standing
sprawl

reverse sweep
singlethe movement and
pull the knee that is
controlled.

2 POINTS!!

Snap down and
circle to the back

did it
work?

No, he based
on all fours

Stays
standing

throw in the back
control hook to break
him don to hit the
ground and take the
back.

Hit the cow catcher.

Front headlock
transition
Type something

No, he framed
and stopped
my bodylock

Did they
pull guard
or stay
standing?

Catch guillotine
roll over
chinstrap

Take the underhhook
No he
pulls
Postu
re up
opponent
postures
up or down

KneeTap

3 POINTS!!

undertook knee
cut

